An unusually flue collection of was worn by Mrs. Margaret Nance, Washington, D.C., through the Irene Story.

Matilda Beniamin, cards for comb-gavel, the gift of Mrs. D. B. Johnson, gift of Mrs. J. Henry, an olive wood ron. a coin purse used in 1805. 

had been given, by Mrs. D. J. Juskin, mentioned gifts, the museum has been selected. Mary C. Taylor, represent Winthrop's news publica-

WINTHAL Department of Kindergarten; Miss Carolina Teachers' Association.

The convention will be held in the Johnsonian Institution

Chinese and Hetty Stuyflir and Frances Stew-

pected to he present. The conven-

shock of everyone, the glories of the party was ended in the most unusual

parly was ended in the most unusual

•r shrieks came from the "Candy Store"—"We want more!" and "Give us more!"—"You can hardly believe your eyes when you hear the prices!"

"It's too bad it's only one night," said one of the janitors. "But I'm glad it's over!" And then he went back to work, satisfied.

"Why, you're a stranger," said one of the janitors. "What do you want here?"

"I'm looking for my wife," said the stranger. "She's in the candy store."

"Oh, I see," said the janitor. "And what is your name?"

"My name is Charles Okey," said the stranger. "I'm from the south and I'm looking for my wife."

"Well, I hope you find her," said the janitor. "Good luck to you!"

The stranger walked out, satisfied. He had found his wife and was on his way to meet her.

"Who's I I around here?" asked one of the janitors. "I'm looking for my wife."

"Oh, I see," said the janitor. "And what is your name?"

"My name is Charles Okey," said the stranger. "I'm from the south and I'm looking for my wife."

"Well, I hope you find her," said the janitor. "Good luck to you!"

The stranger walked out, satisfied. He had found his wife and was on his way to meet her. The end.
talents" are uncovered and bringing forth to carry on the "wonderful work" of the college magazine which you did not know you possessed. A new initiative was led by Prof. John C. McCain.

Let's change our minds this month and see how much closer we can get to the inimitable sketches by Samuel Lewis. We must have a creditable showing by fire, flood or famine. No argument can be made against having "All Hands in for the Red Cross week." We're preparing for a long fight, but we're not yet at war. The Red Cross rosie does housework, helps supplies and offers of kind to the cause of humanity. Thousands of love stories and other news which will be of help to the magazine are being property have been arranged in the directories and published in the college magazine. With this organization, then, a new chapter in the American Red Cross will be held at the turn of the century. The second issue for the current year will be "Your Magazine," and the third for the coming year will be "Your Magazine." Black Flags for Danger?

The letters are signed "Black Flags for Danger?". The first two basement floors will be held for the college magazine and the third for the "Red Cross House." Here we could be considered very close to the 'T'-tally for the Red Cross!

"EVERYONE SANG"

Eating the joy that swept over the world when the Armistice was signed, a captain in the Royal Canadian regiment led us in a stirring chorus of "Everyone Sang." As the chorus built up, everyone sang with joy and enthusiasm. The joy that filled the faithful who sang with us.

In the streets, British boys were singing "Your Magazine," and the crowd was delighted at hearing the British soldiers singing their song. It was a beautiful moment. It was a moment of triumph for the British.

Leaves now since the Armistice has been signed, the war is still continuing. The headlines of the newspapers are filled with stories of the war. The British are fighting valiantly to hold the country.

Across the Atlantic, the British are fighting bravely to hold their country. The British are fighting valiantly to hold the country.

The British are fighting valiantly to hold the country. The British are fighting valiantly to hold the country.

The world's greatest war, the war that is still continuing, is over. The peace that is coming will bring a new chapter in the world. The peace that is coming will bring a new chapter in the world. The peace that is coming will bring a new chapter in the world.

SIDEARABIAN DEATH

The British, in the fight for the safety of the people in the Middle East, have suffered many losses. The British forces have been fighting bravely to protect the people in the Middle East. The British forces have been fighting bravely to protect the people in the Middle East. The British forces have been fighting bravely to protect the people in the Middle East.

We are shining the stage lights and the color lights of the concert. A green light is cast on the audience. This audience does not do credit to the work of the concert. The audience is a very real and worthy undertaking.

The greater part of the Red Cross has been active. On our own campus, we are shining the stage lights and the color lights of the concert. A green light is cast on the audience. This audience does not do credit to the work of the concert. The audience is a very real and worthy undertaking.
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The greater part of the Red Cross has been active. On our own campus, we are shining the stage lights and the color lights of the concert. A green light is cast on the audience. This audience does not do credit to the work of the concert. The audience is a very real and worthy undertaking.
SAY IT WITH FLOWERS
For any occasion—Cut Flowers, Designs and Groups
ROCK HILL CANDY
COLUMBIA
W. B. Burns & Sons
Main Street

Reliable Hardware
There are numbers of things in our store that the Winthrop girl wants and needs. Pay us a visit. We have something that YOU need.

HOPE'S
Rock Hill, S. C.

YOU'LL GET A FEELING FOR THIS ONE...

The Johnsonian
To the Faculty Members and Student Body

Welcome, Girls
Come right in and let us have the pleasure of serving you.

SPECIAL PRICED MONOGRAMMED STATIONERY
A variety of grades and prices
Ask to see samples

To the Faculty Members and Student Body
We wish to extend to you a most creditable welcome. We trust while you are here you will find your stay here

City Pharmacy, Inc.
On the Corner
Phone #5

Service Quality

Welcome, Girls
Come right in and let us have the pleasure of serving you.

SPECIAL PRICED MONOGRAMMED STATIONERY
A variety of grades and prices
Ask to see samples

To the Faculty Members and Student Body
We wish to extend to you a most creditable welcome. We trust while you are here you will find your stay here
BELK'S SPECIAL SHOES FOR COLLEGE WEAR

"Eesa Jetlck" Arch Support Shoes lighten the step, reduce fatigue. Stylish, practical and serviceable, they are priced, all styles... $5.00 and $6.00

Sport Oxford—Now showing the new models with split toes and beautiful combinations of brouns and tans... $2.95, $3.95, $4.95

Rainy Day Shoes—Gunmetal and brown slippers, grey, brown and black gloves, snap and strap and buckle... $2.95, $2.45 and $2.95

College Gym Shoes, all sizes... $2.95, $3.95, $4.95

BELK'S DEPT. STORE

ROCK HILL HARDWARE CO.